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Modern living has never been more effortless! Only minutes away from wonderful 
schools, parks, and all the amenities of fast-growing Redwood City, you’ll find nothing 
but peace and quiet in this Emerald Hills oasis. The clean lines of this warm and inviting 
home are beautifully accented by the lovely grasses, flowers and trees that lead to the 
main entrance and backyard. Open the stained-wood front door and step inside. This 
home blossoms around you, with rooms that flow together while maintaining form and 
function. A half bath and laundry room serve the first floor, along with an attached two 
car garage with a WiFi controlled garage door. A thoughtfully designed kitchen is 
outfitted with chef’s appliances and endless options for storage, including a walk-in 
pantry. A large island with a gas cooktop sits at the heart of the home, with an open 
layout between the living room with a wood-burning fireplace, the dining room, and the 
family room. Soft light fills the space, lending the smart home, equipped with built-in 
Sonos speakers, wall mounted 4k televisions and Nest cameras and thermostats, a 
natural ease. At the back of the house, sliders and French doors open to the outdoors, 
providing countless options for entertaining and relaxing, including a gorgeous black-
bottom pool and spa, completely remodeled in 2017. Upstairs you’ll find the master suite, 
with a walk-in closet and a seating area with stunning views across the Bay. Stylish 
touches abound, including a custom reclaimed wood headboard and playful chandelier in 
the master bath. The guest bathroom and three additional bedrooms boast the same 
wonderful light and airiness of the rest of the home, along with large closets with built-in 
organization systems. Take a deep breath as you survey the views from the upstairs 
balcony: verdant hills stretching all the way to the campus of Stanford University and 
beyond. A spiral staircase leads down from the balcony to the backyard and the pool. 
With this stunning property you’ll find a summer getaway and a home all in one.


